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WINNER Ecoventura, Ecuador

Galapagos: survival of the fittest
The Galapagos is high on many people’s ‘must-see’ list, but the islands’ own popularity puts them at risk. Dive magazine
editor Simon Rogerson visited with a company determined to be part of the solution, not the problem
THE GALAPAGOS Islands were once known
to Spanish sailors as ‘Las Encantadas’, or the

found themselves drawn to these islands.
Timeless as its appeal may be, Galapagos is

can the traveller enjoy the beauty of this
place without contributing to its problems? I

bewitched islands. The local combination

a fragile place. The marine eco-system is just

joined a cruise on the Ecoventura vessel Sky

of strong currents with light winds made

as vulnerable as those of the islands, which

Dancer, which takes groups of up to 20 on

the islands hard to locate: to the bewildered

famously provided Darwin with evidence

tours of the archipelago’s finest dive sites. It’s

sailors, it seemed as though the islands

for his theory of natural selection. But this

an experience aimed at diving purists, as you

themselves were moving, while they and

is a place where the footfalls of man can

eat and sleep on board, the boat acting as

their vessels were stationary.

cause destruction: introduced species such

hotel, restaurant and dive platform.

Today, the Galapagos experience can

as goats and rats have bred out of control,

Sky Dancer has one of the hardest-working

be just as intoxicating, especially from the

competing with vulnerable endemic species

crews I have seen. Every time we left the

underwater perspective. Gazing through

such as the various iguana and giant tortoise

boat, we were briefed on the environment

layers of nutrient-rich water, you may see

species. Meanwhile, the ever-growing human

and its inhabitants by a park ranger who

hammerhead sharks, giant manta rays,

population (mostly economic migration from

also accompanied us on dives and wildlife

dolphins and the biggest fish in the sea, the

the Ecuador mainland) has created a fishing

walks. Whether you’re in the water or on

spectacular whale shark. On land, marine

industry that threatens the archipelago’s

land, you’re never far from wildlife in the

iguanas bask next to sealions and the

spectacular marine life.

Galapagos, so it is important to understand

strangely out-of-place penguins that also
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With the balance so delicately poised,

the environment in order to preserve it.
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On a basic level, this can mean keeping
to paths in order to avoid damaging lizard
burrows, but when you’re underwater the
barriers are less certain. Often, it’s simply
a case of allowing sensitive creatures such
as green turtles their natural space. Even
hammerhead sharks don’t like being
crowded, so to make the most of any
encounter you have to move carefully
through the water. Often, staying still is the
best way to get close to a marine creature,
relying on its natural curiosity to draw it
closer. This is true of the sharks, rays and
sealions of the Galapagos – start chasing
anything and you end up looking at empty
water before long.
Different oceanic currents converge
on Galapagos, each generating its own
environmental conditions. In the main
group of islands, you get cool water (ranging
between 15ºC and 25ºC), and variable
visibility. A typical reef may consist of a
series of descending ridges of volcanic
rock interspersed by ubiquitous clumps of
greenish branching coral in which you may
find seahorses, frogfish or blennies. Jacks
and baitfish are common, their trailing
schools broken by dive-bombing sealions or
predatory tuna.
Sail 100 miles north of the central islands
and you reach the remote outposts of
Darwin and Wolf, two natural rock towers
rising up from the crashing waves. Around
these islands, the temperature is dictated

{

Timeless as its appeal may be, Galapagos is a fragile place…
With the balance so delicately poised, can the traveller enjoy
its beauty without contributing to its problems?

}

by a warmer surface current, but it can
also be fierce.

fish retreated into holes in the rock, but out

tactic in such circumstances is to remain on

in the blue there was a carnival of big fish,

the reef and let the rays become accustomed

and descended quickly to the top of the

led by a school of seven big eagle rays. Eagle

to your presence.

reef, hunkering behind a big rock to protect

rays have a timid disposition, but I was in

The best shark encounters took place at

myself from being swept off the reef. Unable

the company of some admirably restrained

Wolf and Darwin, where we could make out

to swim against the current, the smaller reef

divers, each of whom knew that the best

the shimmering outlines of hundreds of

At Wolf, I jumped off the Zodiac inflatable

»
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SIMON ROGERSON

SPONSORED BY:
ROYAL CARIBBEAN

through environmental education and
marine conservation.
We at Royal Caribbean International know

After five heart-pounding days in the
northern islands, Sky Dancer set off on the

we have a special responsibility to protect our

long chug back to the central archipelago,

marine ecosystems. Clean oceans are good for

stopping on the way to allow us to dive

the environment, good for our guests and

the remote sites along the northern side of

good for our business.

Isabella, the archipelago’s biggest island.

We have invested heavily in state-of-the-

Some of my final dives were to take place on

art management systems and treatment

this desolate coast, off a headland known

technologies, such as Advanced Wastewater

as Cabo Marshall, in the shadow of Wolf

Purification systems, to reduce our impact on

Volcano. As I descended, I saw a group of

the environment. In addition to meeting and

about 15 hammerheads swimming over the

often exceeding environmental regulations

volcanic rock, followed by two immense

through our Above and Beyond Compliance

schools of chevron barracuda, then a couple

policies, we monitor our activities to ensure

of manta rays! It’s this sort of rapid-fire action

high standards are strictly maintained.

that typifies the Galapagos at its best, a

We manage our business with a talented

snapshot of the ocean as it was a century ago,

team of professionals, who operate with a

before industrial-scale fishing took its toll.

philosophy of social responsibility, good

While the operators of Sky Dancer have done

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID

corporate citizenship and environmental

all they can to minimise the vessel’s impact

‘THIS AWARD goes to Ecoventura for

protection. We are committed to timely,

on the environment, they allow outsiders to

contributing scholarships for education,

honest and forthright communications with

see for themselves just how much is at stake,

and developing microbusiness for local

our employees, guests, shareholders, suppliers

and why the Galapagos is still very much a

women, converting a fishing boat into a

and travel partners. And, we will continue to

cause worth fighting for.

restaurant and boutique providing

seek the counsel of experts.

alternative livelihoods for the wives of

We take our responsibility to the

fishermen. Ecoventura was also among

environment very seriously, and feel it’s

the first cruise operators to be

inextricably linked with our continued

independently environmentally audited.’

success as an industry-leading cruise line.
This includes Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd
operating the Ocean Fund which provides
grants to support marine conservation
organisations. Almost US$10 million has
been awarded to date since the inception of
the Ocean Fund.
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sharks through the thermo cline.
Occasionally, a hammerhead shark would
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famous wanderers of the Eastern Pacific.
Along with the other islands of the Eastern

|

cruise ships such as Sky Dancer, which
journeys to the remotest and most vulnerable

break from the pack and speed over us,

Pacific, the Galapagos is seen as the last

parts of the archipelago. There are regular

tempting me to move into deeper water to

great shark hotspot, but it is under attack

seizures of dried fins in Galapagos, but far

photograph the sharks from below.

by fishermen supplying the Asian shark

more are thought to slip by the authorities.

Swimming out into the current, I looked up

fin trade. The shark-finners are supposedly

By the time they reach the mainland, they

to see the hammerheads approaching.

banned from the marine park encircling the

effectively become legal because there is no

There were sharks as far as I could see,

Galapagos, but their ships are often seen

proof they were taken in protected waters.

moving silently through the hazy water.

laying baited long lines within its borders.

In addition to the hammerheads there

With such a large area to patrol, the park

evolved as a result of its geographical

were groups of Galapagos sharks,

wardens rely heavily on information from

isolation, but in the modern world it is

The unique ecosystems of the Galapagos

subject to the same environmental

‘OUR GOAL HAS BEEN TO INSPIRE OTHERS ’

pressures as the rest of South America.
Ecoventura recognises this, but it is

ECOVENTURA IS A family-owned company, which takes around 3,000 visitors to the

equally aware of the need to convince the

Galapagos each year. Tourism here is both part of the solution and part of the problem.

human population of the Galapagos that

Humans have, in the past, unwittingly brought alien species that compete with native plants

conservation is in their long-term interests.

and animals. The growing number of settlers migrating from the mainland of Ecuador has

It donates funds to a local initiative in which

put pressure on the fragile environment, emperilling the ecosystem. As a result, in 2007,

fishermen’s wives have set up an artisan’s

UNESCO declared Galapagos an ‘at risk’ World Heritage Site.

shop to provide an alternative source of

Since taking the decision to ‘green’ the company ten years ago, Ecoventura has become an
industry leader. Among its initiatives is a carbon offset scheme whereby Ecoventura pays the
offset amount upfront, without waiting for customers to ‘opt in’.
Owner Santiago Dunn says: ‘Our goal has been to inspire others to also be part of the

income for fishing communities.
In 2006, it banded with the World
Wildlife Fund to establish the Galapagos
Marine Biodiversity Fund with the objective

solution for the issues facing tourism in the Galapagos.’

of strengthening the local communities’

www.ecoventura.com

ability to manage natural resources
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